
Probably the most user-friendly GPS tracker on the 
Market with easily accessible, external charging socket
and On / off switch for placement inside the vehicle

The AMGoTrack
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Advantages of the new AMGoTrack:

• up to 6 months battery life with only 1 battery charge,    
no power connection required  

• Get the current GPS position on request at any time 
• freely adjustable periods when the current position is transmitted to you

           
• SIM card freely selectable (optional):       

            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

• Extremely easy to use, only device ID no. and your PIN code is needed  
• no installation of software programs required, you can see in the   

browser on any internet-enabled device the position of your GPS tracker 
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special Europe data sim card *: AMGoTrack books
automatically always in the strongest radio network, throughout  
Europe including Switzerland, 1,000 position reports per month for   
2 years are already included on the SIM card     
 
Blau.de Prepaid-SIM ith 10MB / month

1.

2.

Advantages of the AMGoTrack



Use possibilities

AMGoTrack can be used for cars, RVs, trucks, boats, parcels, pallets, suitcases etc. It is 
noted. The AMGoTrack features a rechargeable lithium-ion high-performance battery that 
lasts up to six hours or more before the battery needs to be recharged. For charging, you 
can use your smartphone charger with microUSB plug.

Application countries

Our AMGoTrack long-term tracker can be used all over Europe, without power connection, 
as it has a strong battery built in it.
Decide whether you would like to purchase one of the SIM cards from AMG or use your own 
SIM card (with data volume and call / SMS function).
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Applications 



Onlie portal

You can access the GPS portal from any Internet-enabled device via www.amgotrack.com

There is no downloading and saving software (App) required. We recommend setting a 
bookmark on the start screen, then you can log in with 1-click. In the portal then only the 
ID no. the tracker and your password are entered, you already see the position and can also 
call the crazy routes etc. You can always request the current position via SMS.
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AMGoTrack Online portal



These customer requests were fulfilled during the development of AMGoTrack

The new GPS tracker should....

1.  work for many months without any power connection
2. Inform online at any time about the current battery charge status
3.  Do not incur any monthly costs for the SIM card
4.  Do not require any settings in the tracker or locator software
5.  Do not require the installation of software programs
6.  be accessible on any Internet-enabled device such as a smartphone,    
 tablet PC and PC
7.  be able to transmit the current GPS position on request at any time
8.  Display the position reliably throughout Europe without having to obtain    
 the data SIM card of the respective country and change the corresponding    
 settings in the device
9.  have a compact case
10.  can work without external antennas even in the trunk or in the glove com   
 partment of a vehicle
11.  offer location software with simple and clear German menu navigation
12.  Do not incur any consequential costs for batteries or data SIM card or locator
13.  be extremely easy to use, identification no. and password must     
 be sufficient
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Development of the AMGoTrack
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That was a big job that our customers asked us. After weeks of intense global search, we 
found that such a device could not be procured as a finished device. This gave the starting 
signal for the new development.
After about 18 months of development, a new generation of GPS trackers will be launched 
on the market. All of the listed prerequisites were met during development, so you can start 
using this incredibly easy-to-use device right away.

You only need your identification number. and enter the password, which you will receive 
by e-mail before sending the tracker. The AMGoTrack has been set to transmit its current 
position every 6 hours. Of course, you can change this delivery time to any desired time 
interval upon receipt.

Upon receipt, simply place the AMGoTrack in the trunk, under the front seat, in the glove 
box or anywhere you want to track GPS position on the internet.
You do not need to do more to stay informed about the current position at any time.

Note on „long-term tracker“ with very limited functionality

On the Internet, GPS trackers are offered as „long-term trackers“ with 24 months and 
more. To allow these periods, the tracker sends its position once a day and then goes back 
into deep sleep mode. The tracker is then no longer accessible from the outside. You can 
not query a current position!
Imagine, your car was stolen and you constantly need the current position. However, this is 
not possible with this type of „long-term tracker“ because the device is not accessible be-
cause it is in battery-saving mode. If there is no GPS signal available at the time it sends its 
position once a day, then even this eagerly anticipated position message will fail. In practice, 
these devices are not really usable. The AMGoTrack, on the other hand, is always accessi-
ble, the current GPS position can be called up at any time.
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Use and comparison to other 
trackers
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What sets AMGoTrack apart from other GPS trackers?

• In the vehicle you must be connected to the on-board power supply for permanent  
operation.

• It requires a SIM card with data plan, this is usually associated with monthly costs for 
the SIM.

• These SIM cards book only in their own GSM network, so these SIM cards can not  
reliably transmit the position in all places in Europe.

• When traveling abroad, you often need to change the SIM card and settings in the GPS 
Tracker to allow positional transmission.

• After obtaining and activating the data SIM, the necessary settings must be made so 
that the GPS tracker can connect to the location program.

• Many tracking programs have to be paid. Although often the first year is free but then 
the user is asked to pay.

• Often the location program is only available in English.
• Many additional information such as the current battery charge level, current speed, etc. 

are not available on the Internet.
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AMGoTrack compared 
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Europe Data SIM card & your many benefits with the AMGoTrack

Each GPS tracker requires a data SIM card. You can use a prepaid or a contract SIM card 
from the known providers. But all SIM cards have one thing in common: the SIM card must 
always have sufficient credit, thereby incurring additional costs. And prepaid cards must 
be used regularly and recharged, otherwise they will automatically shut down after 6-15 
months (depending on the provider). For foreign holidays or in areas with poor radio cover-
age of the selected provider arise additional problems. Usually the necessary settings have 
to be made in the GPS-Tracker, depending on the radio network with which the GPS- 
Tracker can be used. to connect abroad. This requires expertise and constant monitoring.
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All these disadvantages have been eliminated by the AMGoTrack Europe data SIM card 

• No debiting of credit required
• no running costs for data balance
• no personal registration, the data SIM is already activated
• no contract terms that need to be respected
• no problems with the radio networks, the AMGoTrack data SIM automatically logs 

itself into the strongest network, anywhere in Europe and Switzerland, at no cost
• No settings required in the GPS tracker, AMGoTrack works without restriction  

throughout Europe, you do not have to worry about anything
• no hidden costs, at no time

The Europe SIM card
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Technical background of the AMGoTrack Europe SIM card

Typically, you get a SIM card by signing a contract or purchasing a prepaid card. Registration 
in your name is now required by law. For SIM cards, the SIM cards are automatically loaded 
on a monthly basis; for prepaid cards, you must ensure that you have sufficient credit and 
reload in good time. The AMGoTrack SIM card works differently.
The AMGoTrack SIM automatically draws its balance from a data pool created by
AMGoTrack is managed.
The SIM card is connected to this data pool, so you do not need to register to your name and 
charge constantly. And therefore, all contract periods are eliminated, the user is not bound 
by any deadlines. 

The AMGoTrack SIM card logs on to all mobile networks throughout Europe, always in the 
strongest local network, and then connects to the data pool. There are no roaming costs,   
no settings are necessary.
In addition to data transmission, the AMGoTrack SIM is configured to receive SMS com-
mands, so the user can send an SMS to his AMGoTrack device at any time and then receive 
the current position of the tracker in his account within a very short time.

The use of the special Europe data SIM card does not incur any costs, no matter where  
the AMGoTrack is in Europe. The SIM card includes a credit for 2 years. At the end of the   
2 years you have the possibility to use the credit very cheaply
Recharge 35 euros for another 2 years. This charge will then again contain 1,000 position 
reports per month, a lower number of entry credits is not technically possible.

AMGoTrack Europe SIM card



Press reports

About our products has been reported on television:

As well as in magazines and also online:
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AMGoTrack GPS Tracker
Innovative technology for all areas of life

AMG Sicherheitstechnik GmbH    Industriepark Str A-9 39245    Gommern    Germany
Telefon: +49 3920077970    Telefax: +49 39200779729    E-Mail: info@amg-sicherheitstechnik.de

Visit us
amg-sicherheitstechnik.de

Contact us:
info@amg-sicherheitstechnik.de


